I am pleased to announce recipients of University of Houston-Clear Lake Professorships and Fellowships for the 2015-16, 2015-17 and 2015-18 academic years.

PROFESSORSHIPS

- Sandy Johnson/Barrios Technology, Ltd. Professorship in Educational Leadership for 2015-18:
  - Dr. Gary Schumacher, Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, School of Education

- Marilyn Mieszkuc Memorial Professorship for 2015-16:
  - Dr. Anne Marcoline, Assistant Professor of Literature, School of Human Sciences and Humanities

- Distinguished Professorship in Computer Science and Engineering for 2015-17:
  - Dr. Thomas L. Harman, Professor and Chair of Engineering Division, School of Science and Computer Engineering

- Distinguished Professorship in Computer Science and Engineering for 2015-17:
  - Dr. Sharon Perkins-Hall, Professor and Chair of Computer Science, School of Science and Computer Engineering

- Distinguished Professorship in Management Information Systems for 2015-17:
  - Dr. Gokhan Gercek, Associate Professor of Management Information Systems, School of Business

FELLOWSHIPS

- Barrios Technology Faculty Fellowships for 2015-16:
  - Dr. Russell Minton, Associate Professor of Biology, School of Science and Computer Engineering
  - Dr. Anton Dubrovskiy, Assistant Professor of Chemistry, School of Science and Computer Engineering
Dr. Daniel Imrecke, Assistant Professor of Geology, School of Science and Computer Engineering

- University Faculty Fellowships for 2015-16 (previously announced in June 2015):
  - Dr. Bettye Grigsby, Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, School of Education
  - Dr. Mary Short, Associate Professor of Clinical Psychology, School of Human Sciences and Humanities
  - Dr. Troy Voelker, Associate Professor of Management, School of Business
  - Dr. Laurie Weaver, Professor of Bilingual and Multicultural Education, School of Education

Please join me in congratulating our faculty colleagues for their contributions to UHCL that led to these awards. These individuals' names will be added to the professorship and fellowship plaques located on the first floor of Bayou Building, Atrium II.

Additional professorships and fellowships to be awarded in the future based on a given level of endowment earnings will include the Dr. Sandra Mossman Endowed Professorship in Educational Leadership (School of Education) and the George Pulliam Distinguished Faculty Fellowship in Marriage and Family Therapy (School of Human Sciences and Humanities). We are very grateful to our donors and alumni who have made these professorships and fellowships possible.

Best regards,

William A. Staples
President